
I  like control.  I’m my father’s son.  He lived 91 years by the dictum, “A place for everything, and everything in its 
place.”  His home, garage, and yard were spotless and without weed.  His car in perfect working order.  Dad’s 

daily schedule was punctual and predictable as the train system in Japan.  


I’m a guy who likes agenda, order, and routine.  Eliminate variables before they occur.  I meticulously trim my 
mustache, every Saturday.  To manage my vagabond life lived in chunks featuring regular international jaunts and 
jags; you can’t just leave things to hap-hazard chance!  Plan the work and work the plan!


Spiritually, I confess: I prefer control.  My prayers sometimes sound like this, “God, here’s my agenda.  …Sign here.”  


Then came Covid.  


Life as we know it; thrown to the wind.  Turned upside down, inside out, and tossed about.  You and I can’t control 
anything.  Except how high we wear our mask, how often we wash our hands, how far we stand apart.   Fun, huh?


Here comes the preaching part.  The Word often declares that God is in control; and by extension, we are not.  He 
alone knows the beginning from the end.  The shepherd David grasped such when he mused, “My times are in Your 
hand” (Ps 31).  Proverbs 19 tersely reminds, “Many are the plans in a man’s heart; but the counsel of the Lord will 
stand.”  In the common adage, “Man plans and God laughs.”  Simply put: Lordship and sovereignty need to mean 
something.  I need to grasp it.  Or better yet: it grasp me.  And you, too.


We’re learning lessons never anticipated, and preferably, never duplicated.  However, this bizarre season presents 
unique opportunity for you and me to grow in meaningful and beneficial manner.  Relinquishing my agenda for God’s 
is worthy endeavor.  If you and I can develop receptivity, pliability, and availability to walk with the Lord in humble 
obedience; then the inflammation and irritation of the virus need not be wasted.   

In closing, I prefer this newsletter article (“Standards”) stay within the pre-defined space I carefully allot for it.         
Let me therefore, cut to the chase, and give a minimal matrix to help you cope.  When life 
doesn’t go according to script, just insure it goes according to Scripture!   
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Stuck Not Stopped 
The Lord has given me unexpected platform for ministry.  As a full-time itinerant 
evangelist, teacher, and trainer for quarter century, I’ve been traversing the globe 
more than the Secretary of State!  Now, I ‘m stuck in one place.  Not an easy 
adjustment.


As you know; recently, I served a church in Texas in what was to be a flexible 
tenure of a few weeks, which became four solid months.  (Recall, I’m a traveling 
speaker.  As I occasionally quip, “I’m like Tabasco; a little bit of me, goes a long 
way!”)  After desperately needed time at home to recuperate and reacquaint 
myself with spouse, dogs, truck, mechanic, and doctors (hopefully in that order), I 
now find myself firmly ensconced in North Carolina. 


Home Is Where the Heart Is 

Per our arrangement, I am supposed to sneak home now and again, but Covid protocol has put sand in those 
gears.  Brendalyn P. remains in the isles and dutifully at work.  Likewise, the afore 
mentioned protocol, also known as Hawaii Quarantine for travelers, precludes her 
potential visit to the Tar Heel state!  It bears repeating: she is amazing!       


Becks Reformed Church is a place where I have performed repeated itinerant 
ministry for more than a decade.  Chiefly by God’s grace; I and they, get along 
pretty well.  The church is now in a season of Pastoral transition, and thus 
reached out for my help.  The convergence of events does not escape our notice.  We can’t help but view it with the 
perspective found in the Old Testament Book of Esther, “for such a time as this”.  There is much meaningful ministry 

to be had here.  In fact, my 
w e e k l y c a l e n d a r i s 
packed.  Oh boy, is it!  
Hence, if I was looking for 
an opportunity to serve the 
Lord: I found it: or more 
precisely, it found me!  In 
the midst o f d iverse 
responsibilities which pastoral ministry presents, you know me: I’m preaching up a 
storm!  Feel free to visit us online at www.Beckschurch.com.  We’re a work in 
progress.  (In fact, check out a spontaneous video the Youth Pastor and I cooked up 
fo r the k ids pos ted on the i r soc ia l med ia . )   Video at the blog             
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Appreciation for Supplication & Participation 
As I reflect upon this unprecedented season, I am grateful for you standing with me 
in ministry support and prayer.  In fact, my AFC colleagues share, that while we have 
seen understandable modest decrease in support, we stand amazed how folks 
remain faithful in partnership.  In my case, I want you to know how that unfolded.  
The scope of the task in both Texas, and certainly here in Carolina required 
significant advance preparation.  It was your prayer and financial underpinning which 
provided capability for me to devote time to that arduous endeavor.  Thank you.

Eyeing the future, I have basically pushed 2020 wider ministry commitments to next year, 2021.  Yet, only the Lord 
knows!  That is more than a cliché!  Such deep truth gives me fortitude and faith.  My task is to simply continue 
being available for His use; whenever, wherever, and however.  You, too.
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